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Abstract

We have compared four classi�ers on the problem of
predicting the cellular localization sites of proteins in
yeast and E�coli� A set of sequence derived features�
such as regions of high hydrophobicity� were used for
each classi�er� The methods compared were a struc�
tured probabilistic model speci�cally designed for the
localization problem� the k nearest neighbors classi�
�er� the binary decision tree classi�er� and the na��ve
Bayes classi�er� The result of tests using strati�ed
cross validation shows the k nearest neighbors classi�
�er to perform better than the other methods� In the
case of yeast this di�erence was statistically signi�cant
using a cross�validated paired t test� The result is an
accuracy of approximately 	
� for �
 yeast classes
and 	� for  E�coli classes� The best previously re�
ported accuracies for these datasets were ��� and ��
respectively�
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Introduction
In order to function properly� proteins must be trans�
ported to various localization sites within the cell�
Conversely� the cellular localization site of a protein
a�ects its potential functionality as well as its access�
ability to drug treatments� Fortunately the informa�
tion needed for correct localization is generally found
in the protein sequence itself�

The �rst integrated system for predicting the lo�
calization sites of proteins from their amino acid se�
quences was an expert system Nakai � Kanehisa �����
������ This system is still useful and popular but it is
unable to learn how to predict on its own and therefore
very time consuming to update or adapt to new organ�
isms� In more recent work� expert identi�ed features
were combined with a probablistic model which could
learn its parameters from a set of training data Horton
� Nakai ������ This model was successful in the sense
that it required signi�cantly less labor from the human
expert and yielded a similar prediction accuracy to the
expert system� However in machine learning� classi��
cation hereafter we will refer to prediction as classi�
�cation� from labeled examples is a relatively mature

�eld which o�ers many alternatives to the probabilistic
model�
In this paper we investigate the classi�cation ac�

curacy of three standard classi�cation algorithms�
namely the k nearest neighbors classi�er kNN�� the
binary decision tree� and the na��ve Bayes classi�er� as
well as the probabilistic model� To provide an addi�
tional baseline we also compare the classi�cation accu�
racy of using kNN with the PAM��	 local alignment
distance instead of the expert identi�ed features� In
the �rst section we brie�y describe the datasets� clas�
si�ers� and testing methodology� In the results section
we give the accuracy results of cross�validation tests
for the four methods and also for kNN with local align�
ment distances� Also in the results section� we investi�
gate the a�ects of varying the k parameter and report
which misclassi�cations are typical of the classi�ers�
Finally we summarize our results and conclude�

Methods and Materials

Datasets

The datasets used have been submitted to the UCI Ma�
chine Learning Data Repository Murphy � Aha �����
and are described in Horton � Nakai ������ Nakai �
Kanehisa ������ and Nakai � Kanehisa ������ We
used two datasets� an E�coli dataset with ��� proteins
sequences labeled according to � classes localization
sites� and a yeast dataset with ���� sequences labeled
according to �	 classes� The occurrence of classes for
the datasets are summarized in tables � and �� The
���� yeast sequences were obtained by removing ��
sequences which occurred twice with di�erent names�
in the original ���� sequence dataset� The same fea�
ture variables were used as those described in Horton
� Nakai ������

Classi�ers

We investigated the performance of four classi�er algo�
rithms� The �rst method is the probabilistic method
hereafter referred to as HN� speci�cally designed for
the protein localization problem described in Horton
� Nakai ������ The only modi�cation we applied
to that work is that we used Fayyad�Irani binning



Classes for the E�coli Dataset
Class Abbr� Number
Cytoplasm cp ���
Inner membrane� im ��
no signal sequence

Periplasm pp ��
Inner membrane�
uncleavable signal sequence imU ��

Outer membrane non�lipoprotein om �

Outer membrane lipoprotein omL �
Inner membrane lipoprotein imL �
Inner membrane� imS �
cleavable signal sequence

Table �� The names� abbreviations and number of oc�
currences of each class for the E�coli dataset are shown�

Classes for the Yeast Dataset
Class Abbr� Number
Cytoplasm CYT ���
Nucleus NUC ��	
Mitochondria MIT ���
Membrane protein� ME� �	�
no N�terminal signal

Membrane protein� ME� ��
uncleaved signal

Membrane protein� ME� ��
cleaved signal

extracellular EXC ��
Vacuole VAC �

Peroxisome POX �

Endoplasmic Reticulum ERL �

Table �� The names� abbreviations and number of oc�
currences of each class for the yeast dataset are shown�

Fayyad � Irani ����� for the discretization of contin�
uous feature variables� The other three classi�ers are
standard classi�ers from the �elds of machine learning
and pattern recognition which we will only describe
brie�y�

k Nearest Neighbors The k nearest neighbors clas�
si�er Duda � Hart ����� stores the complete training
data� New examples are classi�ed by chosing the ma�
jority class among the k closest examples in the train�
ing data� For our particular problem� we �rst used a
linear transformation to normalize the feature values
to lie within the interval �	��� and then used the Eu�
clidean� i�e� sum of squares� distance to measure the
distance between examples�

Binary Decision Tree

Binary decision trees Quinlan ����� recursively split
the feature space based on tests that test one feature
variable against a threshold value� We used the in�
formation gain criteria for choosing the best test� and
top�down pruning with a �� value of 	��� to reduce
over�tting�

Na��ve Bayes Classi�er

The Na��ve Bayes classi�er Good ������ Langley� Iba�
� Thompson ����� is an approximation to an ideal
Bayesian classi�er which would classify an example
based on the probability of each class given the exam�
ple�s feature variables� The main assumption is that
the di�erent features are independent of each other
given the class of the example�

Software

The four classi�ers were implemented in C and Perl
and may be obtained by request from the authors�

Evaluation Methodology

We used strati�ed cross�validation to estimate the ac�
curacy of the classi�ers� In this procedure the dataset
is randomly partitioned into equally sized partitions
subject to the constraint that the proportion of the
classes in each partition is equal� Empirical tests have
indicated that this procedure provides more accurate
estimates than plain cross�validation Kohavi ������
We employed a cross�validated paired�di�erences t

test to establish the statistical signi�cance of the dif�
ference in performance between two classi�ers Ko�
havi ����� a general description of the paired t test
for hypothesis testing can be found in introductory
textbooks on statistics� for example Larsen � Marx
������� This test makes two assumptions� One as�
sumption is that the di�erence of the performance of
the two algorithms is normally distributed� The sec�
ond assumption is that the performance di�erence on
di�erent test partitions of the cross�validation is inde�
pendent� In general both of these assumptions may
be violated� in particular the training partitions of the



Results with the E�coli Dataset for � Classi�ers
Partition kNN Dec� Tree Na��ve Bayes HN
	 ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� �	��� ����� ����	
� ����� ����	 ����� ����	
� ����� ���	� ���		 ���	�
mean ����� �	��� �	��� �����
std� dev� ��	� ���	 ���� ��	�

Table �� The results of cross�validation are shown in
units of percent accuracy� including the mean and sam�
ple standard deviation� HN is the probabilistic model
of Horton � Nakai� All trials of kNN are for k � ��

cross�validation overlap heavily and thus the trials are
not independent Salzberg ������ Despite these ob�
servations� the t test has been shown empirically to
discriminate adequately Dietterich ������

Results
A summary of the accuracies of the di�erent classi�ers
is given in table � for E�coli and table � for yeast� Ac�
curacies for the smaller E�coli dataset were estimated
with ��fold cross�validation to keep the test partitions
reasonably large� It can be seen that the mean accu�
racy of kNN is higher than the other � classi�ers for
both datasets� Using the cross�validated paired t test
to test whether the mean accuracy of kNN is di�erent
than the other classi�ers gives t values of ����� �����
and ���� against the binary decision tree� Na��ve Bayes�
and HN respectively� For a two�sided t test with nine
degrees of freedom the t value corresponding to a con�
�dence level of 	��� is ������� By the same t test the
only signi�cant di�erence for the E�coli dataset is the
di�erence between kNN and Na��ve Bayes which has a
t value of ������ and is signi�cant at a con�dence level
of 	����

k Parameter

For accuracy estimation we used k values for E�coli
and yeast datasets of � and �� respectively� We de�
termined those values by doing leave�one�out cross�
validation on each training partition this is a nested
cross�validation� and taking the best overall value�
Since this procedure averages over all the data and
therefore indirectly uses the test data� it is important
to know how sensitive the classi�cation accuracy is to
the choice of k� �gure � shows the relationship between
the k value and accuracy estimated by cross�validation
for the E�coli dataset� The accuracy is highest for k
values of � and � but is higher than the other three
classi�ers from k � � to k � ��� �gure � shows the
corresponding graph for yeast� With the larger yeast
dataset the highest accuracy is achieved for k values
from �� to ��� but the accuracy for kNN is higher than
the other classi�ers for values of k from � to ��� We
did not calculate the accuracy for k � ���

Results with the Yeast Dataset for � Classi�ers
Partition kNN Dec� Tree Na��ve Bayes HN
	 ����� ����	 ����� ����	
� ����� ���	� ����� �����
� �	��� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� �	�		 ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� �	��� �����
� ����	 ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
mean ����� ����� ����� �����
std� dev� ���� ���	 ���� ����

Table �� The results of cross�validation are shown in
units of percent accuracy� including the mean and sam�
ple standard deviation� HN is the probabilistic model
of Horton � Nakai� All trials of kNN are for k � ���

Local Alignment Distance with kNN

To provide a baseline comparison for the e�ectiveness
of the expert identi�ed features used we calculated
the accuracy of kNN with the local alignment dis�
tances calculated using the PAM��	 matrix� Using the
same cross�validation partitions and criteria for choos�
ing k we obtained an accuracy of ������ on the E�coli
dataset� This is much higher than the ����� accuracy
that the majority class classi�er achieves but is much
lower than the ������ accuracy achieved by kNN using
the expert identi�ed features�
On the yeast dataset the local alignment distances

did relatively better� yielding an accuracy of ������
However� the t test still shows this accuracy to be lower
than the accuracy of the four classi�ers with the expert
identi�ed features at a con�dence level of 	����

Confusion Matrices

In order to identify common misclassi�cations we cal�
culated the confusion matrix for both datasets using
kNN with the expert identi�ed features� These results
are shown in tables � and ��

Discussion

The confusion matrix for E�coli is very encouraging in
that most of the mistakes can be seen to result from
confusing inner membrane proteins without a signal
sequence with inner membrane proteins with an un�
cleavable signal sequence and vice versa� We consider
this a relatively minor error for two reasons� First� for
some uses the distinction between di�erent types of in�
ner membrane proteins may be immaterial� Second�
the de�nition of the presence or absence of an uncleav�
able signal sequence is somewhat arbitrary and thus
the labels for some training examples include some un�
certainty� If we collapse the two classes to form a class
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Figure �� The accuracy of kNN for the E�coli dataset is shown for odd k from � to ��� The accuracy of the decision
tree� Na��ve Bayes� and HN is also shown�

 inner membrane protein without a cleavable signal se�
quence! we attain a surprisingly high accuracy of ���"

The confusion matrix for the yeast dataset shows
that most of the error is due to confusing cytoplasmic
proteins with nuclear proteins and vice versa� This
re�ects a fundamental di#culty in identifying nuclear
proteins� One component of the di#culty comes from
the fact that unlike other localization signals the nu�
clear localization signal does not appear to be limited
to one portion of a protein�s primary sequence Garcia�
Bustos� Heitman� � Hall ������ Another component is
the fact that in some cases a protein without a nuclear
localization signal may be transported to the nucleus
as part of a protein complex if another subunit of the
complex contains a nuclear localization signal Zhao �
Padmanabhan ������

Another interesting result is the relatively low accu�
racy of using kNN with the local alignment distance�
This is interesting because the common practice of
inferring protein function by homology search of the
databases is essentially a variant of kNN with local
alignment distance� Our results show that localization
site prediction is an example of a protein classi�cation
problem where domain speci�c features are much more
e�ective than homology alone�

One question we would like to answer is why kNN
was more e�ective than the other classi�ers� It is easy
to point out some shortcomings with the other classi�
�ers� the binary decision tree and HN su�er from data
fragmentation as the data is repeatedly partitioned�
Na��ve Bayes has a �xed number of parameters and
does not asymptotically approach an optimal classi�er
as the number of training examples increases� However

Confusion Matrix for E�coli dataset with kNN
cp imL imS imU im omL om pp
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Table �� The actual class labels are shown in the verti�
cal column� The predicted class labels are shown in the
row across the top� Thus � proteins that localize to the
cytoplasm were incorrectly predicted to be localized to
the periplasm�

we do not have a solid answer as to why kNN performs
better on this task�

In summary we have demonstrated that kNN with
expert identi�ed features is superior to three other clas�
si�ers for classifying proteins based on their cellular
localization sites� For the yeast dataset this di�erence
can be shown to be statistically signi�cant� We have
also shown that the expert identi�ed features are much
more e�ective than local alignment distance and that
most of the classi�cation errors on the E�coli dataset
are relatively minor errors� The use of kNN and bet�
ter testing methodology has allowed us to achieve es�
timated accuracies of �	� and ��� for the yeast and
E�coli datasets respectively� exceeding the best previ�
ously reported accuracies of ��� and ����
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Figure �� The accuracy of kNN for the yeast dataset is shown for odd k from � to ��� The accuracy of the decision
tree� Na��ve Bayes� and HN is also shown�

Confusion Matrix for yeast dataset with kNN
cyt erl exc me� me� me� mit nuc pox vac

cyt ��� � � � � � �� �� � �

erl � � � � � � � � � �

exc � � �� � � � � � � �

me� � � � �� � � � � � �

me� � � 	 �� �� � 	 � � �

me� �� � � � � ��� 
 �
 � �

mit 
� � � � � � ��� �� � �

nuc �	� � � � � �� �	 ��
 � �

pox � � � � � � � � �� �

vac �� � � � � 
 � � � �

Table �� The actual class labels are shown in the ver�
tical column� The predicted class labels are shown in
the row across the top�
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